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1 September 19?6

Dear Mr. Secretary-General,

.«• I have pleasure in enclosing herewith my first progress report on
assistance to the economic rehabilitation of Vietnam.

In line with the mandate with which you entrusted me in your circular
letter of 28 May 1976 to all Governments Members of the United Nations, and
in particular "the task of visiting potential donor Governments to elaborate
on the Vietnam report and to ascertain their views on appropriate measures
for the implementation of the recommendations contained in the report", I
am now reporting on my activities covering the period beginning June to end
of August 1976.

My report gives you a picture of my activities under three general
headings:

1* Action taken during the last three months.

2. My first impressions and conclusions.

3. Further action programmes to implement the recommendations con-
tained in the report of the UN mission to Vietnam.

I have endeavoured to word my report to you in such a manner as to
enable you to circulate it directly to Member Governments or in any other
way. you think fit. In my opinion, the distribution of the report, in
addition to all UN Agencies and Programmes, might also usefully include
Members of the United Nations and of the Specialized Agencies who have all
expressed a wish to receive a continuing flow of information.

I should like to add that my progress report has not been submitted
to the Vietnamese authorities or to anybody else^ which action, in my
judgment, is not strictly called for. I shall, of course, inform them of
it, but without asking for approval. I realize that, for several reasons,
it might be problematical for the report to go out under your name or from
United Nations headquarters. I feel, however, in the light of my con-
versation with the Governments, that we owe them periodical reports which,
in the prevailing circumstances, you might consider appropriate to have
distributed directly by me under my name,
last of the alternatives you may consider.

This is, of course, only the

I remain, Mr. Secretary-General,

Yours sincerely,

Victor Umbricht
Dr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General
Unit fid Wn.tionf?



31 August 1976

FIRST PROGRESS REPORT ON

ASSISTANCE TO VIETNAM

BY DR. V. UMBRICHT TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE UNITED NATIONS

INTRODUCTION

In his letter of 28 May 1976 addressed to all Governments of Member

States of the United Nations concerning the economic rehabilitation of

Vietnam, attached to which were copies of the "Report of the UN Mission

to North and South Vietnam1' dated Marph 1976, the Secretary-General

stressed the hope of the Vietnamese Government that the international

community would facilitate the recovery of the country by extending

generous assistance.

The Secretary-General also mentioned that he had entrusted to

Mr. Victor Umbricht "the task of visiting potential donor Governments

to elaborate on the Vietnam report and to ascertain their views on

appropriate measures for the implementation of the recommendations

contained in the report".

The following presentation constitutes Mr. Umbricht's first progress

report on his efforts during the period of June-August 1976 to carry out

this mandate.

The report is divided into three parts:

- First, an account of the steps and visits so far executed;

— Second, a short presentation of impressions and some tentative
conclusions;

- Third, a plan for further action.

Speaking generally, to mobilize international assistance for Vietnam -

or for any country - presents an arduous task in present conditions,

because

- of the impact of a worldwide economic recession,

- of the ever-increasing number of countries requiring assistance
as a result of natural disasters and of internal and international

. conflicts.

These factors place a heavy burden on the economy of many donor

countries and are understandably often conducive to a level of inter-

national aid which is not as generous as these countries themselves
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would wish it to "be. It therefore requires considerable devotion to

a cause to bring about substantial progress.. Many Member States have

voiced the wish to be kept informed at periodic intervals of what is

being achieved - and how.

CHAPTER I

Action taken in Hew York, Geneva and in capitals

!• Action in Hew York

(a) Organizational arrangementej Mr, Umbricht's office for the mobili-

zation and coordination of assistance for the economic rehabilitation

of Vietnam is in the United Rations building in Geneva, where he is

assisted by senior staff members of the UN services. It is expected

that a special assistant will soon be made available by one of the

donor countries. Liaison with Headquarters in ITevi York is maintained

by an economic adviser in the Department of Economic and Social

Affairs, and by a political counsellor in the Office of the Under-

Secretaries-General for Special Political Affairs.

(b) Mr. Umbricht took the opportunity, during the first week of June

1976, of providing a number of individual Permanent Missions in New

York further amplification on the Vietnam report for the information

of their Governments. These Missions were: Australia, Canada,

Indonesia, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand, Nigeria, Philippines and the

United States of America. These preliminary conversations covered

the following points;

Australia

(a) The provision for aid in 1976/77 will be- about ftA 400 million

(USG 499 million) - an increase of nearly ttA 50 million (USS 62.375

million) over expenditure in the fiscal year 1975/76. This aid

will be directed mainly towards neighbouring countries and to

countries in the surrounding areas, to which Indochina is close.

(b) Australia remains, in principle, set on bilateral aid, but assis-

'tance to the development funds of the Asian Development Bank, of

the World Bank and of the International Development Association

will continue to be provided* US£ 41.6 million to the Asian

Development Fund, AS 4 million (US$ 4.99 million) to the World

Bank and $A 23 million (US$ 28.692 million) to the International
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Development Association. These funds may also benefit Indochina.

(c) Australia feels committed to make further contributions to United

Nations (and Commonwealth and regional) agencies, such as UNICEF

and UNHCR.

(d) In Australia's bilateral programmes, the ASEAN members will rank

first, also the South Pacific countries - mostly for aid in food

and training*

(e) Australia will continue to facilitate the important role of non-

governmental organization^ everywhere in undertaking projects, also

in Vietnam.

Whether, in addition to these various multilateral programmes, Australia

will be able, despite budgetary constraints, to extend its bilateral aid

programme, is uncertain.

Canada

Canada, which has no diplomatic mission in Vietnam as yet, is

receptive to the suggestion of assisting Vietnam.

The Government has not yet taken a decision on the size and form of

such aid, or on the question of how much of it should be bilateral and

how much multilateral. As to the latter, Canada has already made con-

tributions from 1973-1976 to the projects of UNICEF, WTHCR and HFP in

Vietnam.

Canada's tradition is to donate food grains in cases of food shortage,

which may well apply to Vietnam, too. The Government may also consider

making experts available, either directly or through Canadian voluntary

agencies whose activities are also likely to cover Vietnam.

Indonesia

Indonesia is itself an aid-receiving country and thus not in a

position to extend any aid of significance to other countries. However,

assistance on a modest scale for the rebuilding of a war-torn country

like Vietnam may well be considered on a bilateral basis, given that

Vietnam belongs to the same geographical region. The Indonesian

Government maintains an embassy in Hanoi, which might possibly handle

the matter directly with the Vietnam Government.

Jap'an

Japan concluded a "reparations agreement" with Vietnam in 1975»

Whether an additional "aid agreement" providing for further assistance



will be formally added to that accord is possible, but not yet clarified.

The objective of the "reparations agreement" is in line with the recom-

mendations of the UN report on Vietnam - mainly rehabilitation of

infrastructure, transport, industry, agriculture and the supply of

machinery and equipment. The agreement is already well advanced in

its implementation.

Mexico

A Mexican mission visited Vietnam some months ago with a view to

exploring possibilities for assistance in reconstruction.

It appears likely that some Jcind of bilateral aid agreement, however

small, fcdll be concluded as soon as the Mexican Government has fully

considered the Mexican mission's report as well as the UN report. Whether

assistance to Vietnam may also be channelled through UN Agencies is unclear.

Nigeria

The conversation between the UN Coordinator and the Nigerian Mission

was limited, because of timetable difficulties, to a recommendation that

the Nigerian Government examine whether its economic potential would

enable it to participate in a bilateral, multilateral or multi-bilateral

assistance programme. The question is under study.

New Zealand

New Zealand, despite serious internal economic difficulties, is

willing to envisage some assistance to Vietnam. It had already shown

its interest for aid by supporting the activities of UNICEF, UNHCR and

VflfP in Indochina, which it will continue to assist.

Although New Zealand concentrates its aid, broadly speaking, on

South Pacific countries, this may be extended to a limited extent to

Vietnam by:

- grant of commodities, mainly milk products;

— technical assistance (1-2 experts);

- offer of a number of scholarships in New Zealand.

The negotiations for an aid programme will be bilateral and will be
»

conducted by New Zealand's Ambassador in Peking who is also accredited

in Hanoi.
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Philippines

The Philippines not only belongs to the category of aid-receiving

countries, but, in addition to its development needs, is exposed time

and time again to disasters of the worst kind: floods, earthquakes,

internal conflicts, etc. To cope with these predicaments requires the

mobilization of all available internal and external resources. The room

for aid abroad is therefore practically non-existent. Despite all these

constraints, the Government may examine whether anything can be squeezed

from a very tight economic situation to assist Vietnam in a modest way,

as a gesture of neighbourly goodwill j

United States of America

The U.S.A. has made no contribution to date to Vietnam's humanitarian

and reconstruction needs. The U»S, position has been made known in

several statements by Government representatives and by Congress.

After the report of the mission had been made available, Hr. Umbricht

also gave a briefing to the press correspondents, at their request, at

United Nations Headquarters, and answered questions. In a brief outline

of the report, he stated the mission's conclusion that there were two top

priorities: cultivation or recultivation of land for increased production

and resettlement of displaced people, and rehabilitation of the transport

system. The total amount needed for these top priorities was close to

US$ 450 million. Of course, other priorities were described as well,

such as industry, public hea 1th, schools, hospitals, reconstruction of

cities, ports, de-mining, etc.

In answer to specific questions, the press representatives were told

that it was the Secretary-General's intention to send his representative

to visit potential donor Governments to elaborate on the Vietnam report

and to ascertain their views as to how the recommendations might best be

implemented.

Radio interviews

A number of radio stations asked for personal interviews in New York

with the Secretary-General's Representative, which requests were acceded

to without exception.



2* Action in Geneva

(a) During the third week of June 1976( Mr. Winspeare-Guicciardi,

Director-General of the United Rations Office at Geneva, invited

all Permanent Missions accredited to the United Nations Office at

Geneva, around 100, to meetings, which were held in a series of

groups, for a review of the Vietnam report. All of the Missions

received additional copies of the Secretary-General's letter of

28 May 1976, as well as the Vietnam report itself. These group

meetings, about 10 altogether, revealed an active interest by

nearly all Missions in the question of assistance to Vietnam, and

offered a welcome occasipft to answer questions and to explain the

report in greater dep-|;h,| Needless, to say, the Permanent Missions

were not in a position to state their Governments' intentions,

The main objective of the meetings consisted in enabling them to

present a comprehensive picture of the rehabilitation problem in

Vietnam to their respective Governments and thus assisting Govern-

ments in giving it their attention.

(b) On 25 June 1976, a meeting was convened in the Palais des Nations,

Geneva, with United ITations Organizations and Programmes, on

assistance to Vietnam. It was attended by: United ITations

(External Relations and Inter-Agency Affairs, ESA and UHDRO), ESCAP,

U1TCTAD, UNIDO, UIIICEP, UNDP, UNHCK, WFP, ILO, FAO, UNESCO, WHO, IMF,

UPU, ITU, WHO, IMCO and WIPO. The purpose of the meeting, which

was opened and addressed by Mr. Winspeare-Guicciardi, was to review

with the UN Agencies and Programmes the findings of the UN mission

to Vietnam, to assure adequate coordination of efforts in mobiliz-

ing resources, to avoid overlapping of projects, and to discuss

ways and means of implementing the recommendations of the mission's

report. A short summary of this meeting was sent, for information,

to all Permanent Missions in Geneva.

3» Visits to Governments

Starting around the end of June 1976, Mr. Umbricht began a series of

visits to Governments in order to review with them the report of the UN

mission to Vietnam. These conversations took place in the respective

capitals of the following countries:

Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, the Federal Republic

of Germany, France, the German Democratic Republic, Iran, Iraq,

Libya, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria and the

United Kingdom.



Discussions were also held with the High Authority of the European

Economic Community in Brussels.

The substance of these exchanges of views can "be summarized as

follows:

Austria

Austria has made available, during the last two years, for aid to

Indochina approximately Sch, 45 million (USS 2.3 million) (USS 1.86 million

from Government sources and about USS 930,000 from private organizations),

the major portion of it for utilisation in the former South Vietnam and

the balance for North Vietnam i» for humanitarian purposes.

Austria has no budgetary Appropriations for further assistance during

the current fiscal year. However, the prospects for some form of bilateral

aid appear reasonably good as Austria is in favour of participating in the

rehabilitation of Vietnam and has been positively impressed by the UtI

report. The Government may therefore be prepared to enter into bilateral

negotiations and center further aid on concrete projects, such as those

dealing with fertilizers, agricultural equipment, steel bars for bridge

building, industrial goods, etc. But Parliamentary approval for either

retroactive credits or new budgetary appropriations will be a prerequisite.

Belgium

The authorities are favourably impressed by the Vietnam report and

are inclined to submit to their Government that proposals for technical

assistance to Vietnam be worked out on the basis of the recommendations

in the report, including agricultural equipment and training. Where

practical, Belgium may endeavour to integrate the UN mission's priorities

into a possible aid arrangement between Belgium and Vietnam - on a bilateral

basis. As to negotiations, a visit from a Vietnamese delegation might be

useful for an early understanding.

The Belgian representatives stressed the necessity for the United

Nations to exercise a coordinating role over multilateral as well as

bilateral assistance.

Cz e cho s1ovakia

Czechoslovakian aid to Hanoi and the GRP already began in 1955 and

continues on a bilateral basis, with some degree of coordination within

the COHECOH group.
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Czechoslovakia has followed three lines of approach in its aid to

Vietnam, namely:

- interest-free long-term loans;

- low- interest long-term loans;

and

- supplies of goods, equipment and other consumer articles.

Assistance to Vietnam, in other ways, includes; supply of steel, rails,

railway cars and equipment for the reconstruction of the railway traffic

"between Hanoi and Ho Chi Hinh Ville| reconstruction of a Haiphong hospital,

including medical personnel, reconstruction of clinics in other parts of

Vietnam, scholarships for students, technical assistance and equipment for

radio and TV, and other contributions,

To this Government assistance have to "be added some contributions by

communities on a "people-to-people" basis.

So far, Czechoslovakian participation in the activities of the U1T

Agencies and Programmes, like UIIICEF, UKHCR and WFP in Vietnam, has "been

less than marginal. However, this may change in the future.

Denmark

The Danish Government favours bilateral aid to Vietnam or multilateral

assistance through U1I Agencies and Programmes. Coordination of assistance

is considered essential and, although the responsibility of this must rest

with Hanoi, the United Nations should assist in whatever manner it can.

In the fiscal years 1973/75, Danish aid to North and South Vietnam

totalled Kr. 68.7 million (US:$ 11.346 million), nearly all in grants for

reconstruction. In addition, humanitarian assistance valued at Kr. 37*3

million (USiv. 6.16 million) has been transferred via UM Agencies and the

ICRC.

After a temporary suspension of aid, the South Vietnamese authorities

expressed the wish, in October 1975f that on-going and planned projects in

South Vietnam should continue along the lines agreed with the former

Government .

During negotiations in 1975 with the GI?P, a new commitment was made

to South Vietnam in fiscal years 1976/78 for reconstruction assistance on

a gift basis totalling Kr. 37.5 million (US$ 6.193 million). In the

autumn of 1975» a similar contribution was proposed for North Vietnam.

An agreement was concluded with North Vietnam in 1975 for a loan of \

Kr» 150 million (US$ 24.773 million) to finance the purchase of plant and '•
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machinery for a cement factory. South Vietnam earlier received a loan

of Kr. 40 million (USG 6.6 million) for equipment for drying and storing

grain, refrigeration equipment, irrigation plant, electrification of rural

districts, services of advisers and suppliers, capital equipment for water

supply projects, and machinery and equipment for the canning industry.

Further development loans for Vietnam are anticipated during the

coming five-year period totalling Kr. 110 million (US$ 18.166 million).

The Danes feel that the Ul{ Coordinator should issue periodic reports

for the benefit of donor governments and for an eventual donors' meeting.

Denmark very much favourp f̂re idea of various UN Agencies - in

addition to UNICEF and UNHCn a» becoming active in Vietnam, such as IMF,

the World Bank and FAO, and that UNDP should also be involved at an early

date.

Federal Republic of Germany

The FRG is about to open an embassy in Hanoi, which may also constitute

an opportune moment to begin negotiations on a bilateral aid agreement with

Vietnam. As they concur with the findings of the UK report, they may

integrate some of the items recommended in that report and the problem of

technical assistance into their own bilateral programme. Negotiations

are expected to start before the end of 19?6.

The FRG has extended aid to certain parts of Vietnam for over a

decade (hospital ship "Helgoland", dispensaries, medicines, etc.) and more

assistance has been directed since 1973 through U1TICEF, UNHCR (and also

through ICRC), the total exceeding DM 250 million (USf> 99.206 million).

Moreover, over 1,600 Vietnamese students were offered scholarships, at

a cost of over DM 2 million (US$ 793,651). The FRG has also made sub-

stantial contributions to the voluntary agencies operating in Vietnam.

It will continue to do so for UN and voluntary agencies, and it would

hope that the UN representative would exercise an appropriate degree of

coordination of aid, Moreoverj periodic aid progress reports would be

helpful.

France

The Government of France is prepared, if so requested by Hanoi, to

consider integrating some of the aid items in the UN mission report into

the new bilateral aid agreement which is in the final stage of conclusion,

the total amount of which is undisclosed at the time of writing. Most
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of this French aid is likely to "be directed towards rehabilitation of

agriculture and the irrigation system, with specific projects still to

be defined in detail.

This new aid agreement follows the one concluded in 1973 which

provided for rehabilitat/ion assistance in the neighbourhood of FFr. 300

million (USS 60.976 million).

Prance would welcome a »»fonction de conseil" by the U1T representa tive

in Hanoi as well as with donor countries, in order to assure coordination

and appropriate planning,

German Democratic Republio

The GDH supports the findings and recommendations of the UTT mission

report.

The broad lines of GDR aid to Vietnam, vriiich started substantially in

1966 and by now exceeds the figure of Ostmarks 2 billion, are reviewed

on an annual basis by a joint economic committee "GDR - Vietnam", presided

over by the GDR's Deputy Prime Minister. The present aid programme over

the four-year period 1976-1980 covers the supply of machinery, rolling

stock, equipment, public health sector, industry, scholarships and tech-

nical assistance in the rebuilding of cities and handicraft centres.

Outside of this Government aid, there exists a so-called "solidarity

committee" consisting of communities and representatives of the people,

which is also participating in the rehabilitation of Vietnam. It directs

its efforts towards the reconstruction of a hospital and of an orthopaedic

centre in Hanoi, the creation of a centre for skilled construction workers

in Vinh, 42 workshops for draughtsmen in repair work and for metal workers,

etc.

The GDR Government is currently engaged in the construction of a

telephone exchange and the provision of telephone equipment, a brewery,

a factory for measuring instruments, a steel factory, a glass factory,

equipment for textile factories, etc. It is also giving technical assis-

tance in the rebuilding of the city of Vinh and of the railway line Hanoi-

Ho Chi Hinh Ville, in agriculture and forestry, and in other sectors. It

will'extend professional training to about 10,000 Vietnamese in the GDR

up to 1980.

. The majority of these projects are located in ITorth Vietnam, but the

GDR is now broadening its assistance programmes towards South Vietnam.

Whether some contributions will be channelled through UN Agencies remains

to be seen.



Iran

Iran is prepared, within a certain framework, to contribute to the

reconstruction of Vietnam - on a bilateral basis. This willingness

exists despite the fact that Iran is engaged in a burdensome economic

development that places enormous, even staggering, demands on all internal

resources.

The broad lines of an Iranian contribution still need to be worked

out, but it is likely to consist of the donation of medicines and other

medical supplies for the public health sector and a quantity of oil on

terms still to be elaboratedf £n undisclosed number of barrels of oil

to be provided by Iran could perhaps be re-exported by Vietnam, if

indispensable for generating foreign exchange.

The Iranian representatives voiced some discontent with the UK

Organizations for not following up appeals for international assistance

with subsequent reports on the volume of aid and on its utilization.

Periodic reports in this respect would be extremely useful and this

should be the responsibility of the UN Coordinator for the Vietnam action.

Ira

Iraq representatives provided a full picture of the generous assis-

tance they are already extending to Vietnam, mostly in the form of crude

oil and a small sum in cash. Negotiations were started in Baghdad, one

on 30 June 1975 with the GRP and one on 20 January 1976 with Ilorth Vietnam.

A sizeable part of the assistance is made available on a grant basis

and another portion on soft payment terms. The total of Iraq commitments

to Vietnam amounts to several hundred million dollars, over a period up to

1980. Some of the crude oil supplied may have to be refined outside

Vietnam owing to limited refining capacity in Vietnam.

In the second half of 1976, bilateral talks, between Iraq and Vietnam

were held to conclude an overall economic and technical cooperation agree-

ment. This will also provide for training of Vietnamese in all technical

aspects of oil drilling, refining and transport.

Libya

The Government is likely to establish soon diplomatic relations with

.Vietnam. Talks for offering bilateral assistance to Vietnam may well

start before that, since the Libyan Government fully supports the UN

efforts to encourage assistance for the reconstruction of Vietnam. Libya

has already provided some facilities for the supply of oil, but the overall
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assistance may now "be reviewed in the light of the UN report. It also

would wish that good use "be made of the services of the UN for advice

and coordination.

Whether Libya, in addition to oil facilities, would consider ordering

capital goods or equipment from sources abroad for delivery to Vietnam, is

an open question. In past years, this procedure has not been followed.

In Libya's opinion, early Vietnam membership in international organizations

dealing with reconstruction and development is important.

Netherlands

The Dutch Government haa already allocated large amounts of aid to

Vietnam through UNICEF, UEHCR and JCRC, .. It will continue to do so and

hopes that other UN Agencies and Programmes, such as UNDP, FAO, WHO, WFP,

etc., will be able to undertake activities in Vietnam.

The Dutch representatives stated their Government's readiness to open

negotiations with Vietnam for a new bilateral agreement, following the aid

arrangements of 1974 and 1975 - already carried out - for the supply of

steel bars for reconstruction purposes.

In the new bilateral accord, various items of equipment and supplies

specified in the UN report could readily be included. Hov;ever, technical

specifications for the transport sector as well as for farm machinery and

spare parts should be provided, preferably through the office of the UN

Coordinator or through the proposed UNDP office in Hanoi.

In the Dutch view, three further points deserve attention:

(a) solid coordination of international aid;

(b) periodic reporting on aid progress;

(c) possible creation of an aid consortium for middle- and long-term
assistance.

Norway

Norway has embodied in one agreement the substance of three former

separate aid agreements (with Saigon, PRG and Hanoi); it covers the period

up to the end of 1980, but still requires Parliamenta ry approval.

Norway follows the policy of four-year programmes for recipient

'countries whereby annual discussions are held with the recipients to

identify concrete projects. So far, there are only seven main recipients

in the Norwegian assistance concept, namely India, Pakistan, Bangladesh,

Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana and Zambia. Whether Vietnam will also qualify



as a "main recipient country" is not yet certain. Parliament will have

to decide. But in any case, assistance will "be granted - if not over a

long termf at least over the next four to five years*

In 1976, the bilateral aid to Vietnam amounted to NKr. 50 million

(US$ 9.091 million). New appropriations will be earmarked for the period

1977-1980, mainly for fishery projects and for the industrial sector,

especially oil and electric power. In addition, Norway plans the con-

struction of a rehabilitation centre for disabled people in South Vietnam.

Norway has also been requested by Vietnam to make some funds available for

industrial training of young Vietnamese.

Norway has assisted activities in Vietnam by UWICEF, UIIHCR and WHO

and will continue to do so, Moreover, it is looking at some multi-

bilateral projects viorked out by several UN Agencies,

The Norwegian Government considers it essential that there should be

appropriate coordination of aid by donor countries and by UN Agencies and

Programmes.

Sweden

Sweden has been one of the early donors in assisting Vietnam,

bilaterally (since 1971) as well as multilaterally.

On the bilateral front, Sweden had agreed to make available for aid

in the fiscal year 1975/76 (l July - 30 June) an amount of SKr. 225 million

(US$ 51.229 million) for North Vietnam and SKr. 125 million (USS 28.457

million), thus making a total of SKr. 350 million (US$ 79.686 million).

For the fiscal year 1976/77, a budgetary allocation of SKr. 225

million (USS 51»229 million) has been earmarked for North Vietnam and

SKr. 100 million (US§ 22.766 million) for South Vietnam, a total of

SKr. 325 million (US& 73.995 million). This aid is provided on a grant

basis.

Swedish aid to the northern part of the country is used for commodity

imports, investment purposes and family planning. The major part of the

resources goes to a paper and pulp factory, a children's hospital and a

general hospital.

The funds provided to the southern part of the country have been

allocated for imports of farming equipment, pulp, raw materials for the

production of plastics and Pharmaceuticals, wheat and milk powder.

Sweden would be willing to include in their bilateral programme one

or the other of the supplies recommended in the Vietnam report of the UN

mission, should the Vietnamese so wish.
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The Swedish contributions to UNHCR and to UNICEF in Vietnam were

as follows:

UNHCR (1974-1976) SKr. 9 million (USS 2 million) (plus some
additional funds for Laos)

UNICEF (1973-1976) SKr, 10 million (US$ 2.2?6 million)

Sweden will continue to support multilateral projects by the UN Agencies

and Programmes with yearly appropriations and pledges for subsequent years.

Sweden would welcome UNDP and U1I Agencies becoming operational in

Vietnam in the future. They ajso encourage coordination of assistance

within the UN System and periodic reports on aid progress. In the Swedish

view, fund raising by the ISJ jgfoould be directed mainly to mobilizing funds

for bilateral action or for assistance through UN Agencies and Programmes.

Switzerland

The Swiss Government is actively engaged in the reconstruction of

Vietnam by:

- participating with the Swiss Horological Federation in the setting

up of repair shops and a professional training centre in the

horological sector;

- financially assisting a voluntary organization in a construction

and training project.

Moreover, Switzerland is prepa red to examine whether machinery and equip-

ment for a flour mill, stored in the port of Saigon, could be donated to

the Vietnamese authorities.

In April 1973t the Swiss Government set aside a credit of Sw.Frs. 15

million (US$ 6 million) for humanitarian aid in Indochina. The major

part of this amount has been spent, but the balance of approximately

Sw.Frs. 2.5 million (US$ 1 million) will be ea rmarked for operations by

UNICEF, UNHCR and VJIIO as recommended in the UN report. In addition, it

is planned to allocate a sum of around USt> 500,000 for assisting UFP

projects in Vietnam.

The Swiss Government is not in a position to commit itself beyond

these projects, since new budgetary credits for technical cooperation will

come up for Parliamentary decision during the viinter 1976/77 only and will

thus"be valid at the earliest in May 1977•
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United Kingdom

The United Kingdom is at present confronted with serious financial

constraints which have, understandably, an adverse effect on its capacity

to extend aid. There are only minor funds available for Indochina - an

area for which it has already made contributions through UNICEF, UNHCR and

ICRC since 1973. nevertheless^ the U.K. authorities are considering what

kind of assistance could be given to Vietnam through bilateral channels -

probably technical assistance in language courses and materials, in

addition to continuing multilateral aid through UN Agencies and Progra mmes.

The U.K. authorities expspt "the office of the UN Coordinator to submit

periodic reports on aid progress and t° follow up on the utilization of aid

by occasional visits.

European Economic Community

Assistance from the Community consists at present mainly of food grains,

milk powder and butter oil. Recently, sizeable quantities of cereals,

skimmed milk powder and butter oil have been allocated for Vietnam. The

distribution throughout Vietnam will be divided between UNICEP, IOKC and

UNHCR. In addition, 4,137 tons of milk powder were given to UNICEF for

distribution in North Vietnam only.

The next review of new allocations is to take place in autumn 1976,

and expected to be mostly food grains. It is possible that part of the

next allocations to Vietnam might be earmarked for the new economic zones

mentioned in the UN mission report. On the other hand, supply of machines,

capital goods or ecpaipment does not fall within the scope of EEC's

activities.

Given the limitations imposed by his timetable, a number of countries

and organizations have not yet been visited by Mr. Umbricht. These visits

are scheduled for September/October, if convenient to the Governments

concerned. Moreover, Mr. Umbricht will be ready to talk to any Government

which, although not directly approached, expresses such a wish.
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CHAFTEn II

First Impressions and Conclusions

1. Bilateral and multilateral aid

(a) It is sufficiently clear from the conversations held so far that

practically all donor countries without exception envisage bilateral

assistance in one form or another. This is evidence of the large

interest which most countries have in the rehabilitation and re-

construction of Vietnam|

(b) A large number of countries have already concluded bilateral agree-

ments and are involved in carrying "them out. Most have declared

their readiness to integrate in their bilateral arrangements, at

the request of the Vietnamese authorities, some of the items

recommended in the UN report.

The sarae applies to the countries without bilateral agreements at

the'moment, but willing to enter into aid negotiations. They, too,

will consider including the U1I recommendations where practical.

(c) Many countries have also directed assistance to Vietnam through UITICEF

and UHHCH, Organizations which have been particularly active in

Vietnam since 1973 - and through the International Fed Cross. It

became clear in Mr. Umbricht's conversations with Governments that

most of them will continue their contributions to UN Agencies whose

activities should be expanded in Vietnam. WFP and WHO, as well as

W10, are already in the process of achieving this.

(d) I-Iulti-bilateral projects. A group of countries considered a multi-

bilateral project as an efficient way of assisting Vietnam (a project

prepared and carried out by international organizations but financed

on a bilateral basis). The multi-bilateral projects of UNICEF and

VJMO were specially mentioned in this context.

2. The role of the UN in Vietnam

(a) All Governments so far visited shared the opinion that the UIT (outside

, of the Organizations and Programmes) have a special role to play which

should cover:

' - mobilization of international aid;

— coordination among UN Organizations and donors and assistance in

the coordination in Hanoi;
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- centre of information for the benefit of Governments and

Organizations;

- preparation of reports to the Secretary-General of the United

Nations;

- assuming an advisory function for special problems.

(b) It is also understood by the donor countries that such an activity

on the part of the UN will give rise to certain administrative

expenses| which should be met by donations from donor countries.

Several of them expressed ̂ heir readiness to come forward with

such a contribution to tjj}$ URp

(c) In several conversations, it was asked whether the UK would not be

well advised to make a study similar to the Vietnam one in Laos and

Cambodia, to give a comprehensive picture of the reconstruction needs

in Indochina as a whole.

(d) Somewhat disturbing was the recurring complaint of many that inter-

national assistance efforts were insufficiently coordinated. Howeverf
as far as coordination in the UM System for the Vietnam operation is

concerned, it is assured. Indeed, at the interagency coordination

meeting held on 25 June 1976, the cooperation of all Organizations and

Programmes represented was willingly offered in order to achieve the

necessary degree of coordination. Similar coordination meetings

with the UN Organizations and Programmes will be held periodically.

With regard to coordination among donor countries, this problem will

be handled in principle by the authorities in Vietnam, who also

possess the full knowledge of all the bilateral and multilateral

agreements. The necessary liaison with them will be assured by the

UN Coordinator for Vietnam with the "Committee of Coordination" in

Hanoi.

3. Presence of UN Agencies

(a) UTTICEF and UNHCR are atready well established in Vietnam and will

"bring the projects which they have undertaken to fruition. VIFP is

also engaged in on-going projects and WHO and WHO are soon to become

'operational in Vietnam.

(b) U1JDP has held discussions with Vietnam, providing for a preliminary

mission to visit the country in autumn 1976 and to set up an office

in the course of 1977 in Hanoi. An Indicative Planning Figure (IPF)

for 1977-1981 has been earmarked in the amount of nearly US$ 5° million.
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(c) Clarification of the continuing membership of Vietnam in IMP and

the World Dank is underway.

(d) ESCAP in Bangkok will act as focal point for certain aspects of the

UN report on Vietnam and will be involved in making experts available,

4« Mekong Project

One of the problems raised by various donor countries pertained to the

future work of the "Mekong or^nization". Their comments showed a gratify-

ing interest in supporting the Mekong scheme, but they are expecting some

kind of encouragement and sign of participation on the part of the Mekong

countries. Failing thiS| the}.r- positive attitude may wane.

5. Voluntary Agencies

The work of the voluntary agencies who devote great funds and human

resources on projects in Vietnam, has received unanimous appreciation.

So have the so-called "solidarity actions" which are carried out in various

countries on a people-to-people basis.

.CHAPTER III

Action Programme Until End 1976

1. Mr. Umbricht plans to visit two or three more East European countries,

and the Development Aid Committee in Paris, in September. After these

visits, lie will attend the Annual Meeting of IMP and the VIorld Bank in

Manila during the first ten days of October; en route to or from Manila,

he expects to meet representatives of India, Thailand and perhaps one or

two more countries (Singapore and Malaysia) for a similar exchange of views.

While in Manila, he will hold meetings with representatives of the

Philippines, Indonesia, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and"Venezuela, and also with

the IMF, the VIorld Bank and the Asian Development Bank to review the

Vietnam assistance programme. A second progress report will be submitted

to the Secretary-General on the outcome of these conversations in the

course of November.

2. The Government of Vietnam will be informed without delay of the efforts

made so far by Mr. Umbricht. " The Vietnamese authorities will then have to

advise the U1T Coordinator how they plan to carry out the proposed bilateral

aid negotiations with several potential donor countries. A practical way

may consist in the Vietnamese Government appointing a high-level small

delegation to pay visits to various capitals for these proposed talks.



This probably would be easier and more rapid than the sending of numerous

Government delegations to Hanoi.

Mr. Umbricht has arranged to meet with representatives of the

Vietnamese Government in Vientiane at the end of September in order to

review the various issues. If required, he will go to Hanoi after 10

October for further talks with the Vietnamese. Meanwhile, it would be

helpful if potential donor countries could give some thought to the

question of which dates might be convenient for their talks with the

Vietnamese — in November or December,

3. The office of the UN Coordinator stands ready to offer its full

assistance to a delegation, from Vietnam for bilateral negotiations. This

assistance might take the form of preparing timetables and schedules with

the various Governments, making travel arrangements and arranging for

meetings with the UK" Permanent Missions in Geneva, if they so wish. The

U1I Coordinator would also be willing to organize bilateral negotiations

between Vietnam and potential donor countries in Genova, if this would

facilitate matters.

4. It would be useful to send two experts to Vietnam in the near future:

an engineer for technical specifications pertaining to materials for steel

bridges and bridge piers, and a farm machinery engineer to define technical

specifications of farm equipment. i
• j;

Kr. Umbricht will revievi this question with Mr. I'laranis, Executive :'
f

Secretary of the Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific,

who has already indicated his willingness to assist with experts. If

required, other UN Organizations, such as FAO, may be able to cooperate.

5« The role of ESCAP in the rehabilitation process of Vietnam should be

strengthened since ESCAP, which will serve as focal point for experts to

Vietnam, will undoubtedly have a special role to play in the middle and

long term reconstruction of that country. Mr. Umbricht will therefore :

ask Mr. Maramis to join him for'his next round of conversations with the

Vietnamese.

6. Many donor countries have expressed the wish to receive periodic

progress reports on aid to Vietnam. Obviously, such information will

depend on a regular flow of data from Hanoi, as well as from donor

countries. Mr. Umbricht will review with the Vietnamese authorities

the best procedure to achieve this - perhaps by way of an information data

sheet to be submitted to donor Governments at periodic intervals.
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!• Regarding the organization of the office of the UN Coordinator for

Vietnam, it is hoped that one of the donor countries will make an official

available to assist in the day-to-day business, to prepare reports, to

gather information, to maintain liaison with UN Headquarters and to give

advice to a roving Vietnamese delegation.

8, It is hoped that other meetings with donors and Agency representatives

can be held before the end of 1976, or early in 1977 - preferably in the

presence of a Vietnamese delegationt



Note for the File

Itoibassador Dinh Ba 'Phi of Viet Kfant handed over to

me today a communication addressed to the Secretary-

General from his Prime Minister which contained an

application for membership in the Organization,

j&ibassador Dinh said that they hoped that the appliea-

tion would be considered early in September. 1 assured

ambassador Sinh that 1 would immediately inform the

Secretary-General of this coosmunication and also ask

the relevant Secretariat units to proceed to take

action on the application in accordance with established

procedures. I asked Mm to make contact regarding this

question with the current President of the Security

Council, as well as the tobassador of Libya who would

be assuming the presidency for the month of September,

I enquired if they had any indication about the United

States position on this application* ambassador Dinh

said that they have had no direct contact on this matter

with the Americans* However, their friends had informed

these that th© State iDepartment had not taken a position

either way. He added that it should be noted that they

were submitting the application at a time when it avoids

embarrassment for President Ford. Soise of their friends
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had advised that if it were submitted earlier, it might

lead to a difficult situation for th© administration in

view of the position that migfit be adopted by Mr, Reagan.

It had even been suggested that they might postpone

srabiaittiiici the application tuitil the t3f.S. Presidential

©lection was over, in their view, however,, this was not

justified, and t&ey hoped that a positive outcome w«ld

result* If the l&iited States opposed the application, it

could certainly not «se the pretesst that it had aehra»c©<3

the last time fey linking the admission of the taw r̂iet Haass

te that of South Korea, la the event of tl«S» qapositian,

they would not remain silent but •would be forced to react

strongly* in this context, l&abassadoar Binh noted the

overwhelming support extended to thest at the Hon-Migned

Conference in Colcaabô  as well as by other countries and

said that the Waited States would fee isolated if it ̂ ere

to eppea& their admission.

lifter informing the Secretary-General through Mr,

ISayirhDfer of the receipt of the apgslieatiaa aad of the

observations made by Jissb®s&ador Dinh? 2 called the President

of the Security Cornell, Jtesfeassador ̂foe, to inform him of the

receipt of the application and of the fsot that Viet Kern did

not wish to have its application discussed mitil early

Rafeeuddin &htned
August 1976



•SOCIAIIST REPUBLIC OF VIET NAM
OFFICE OF THE PERMANENT OBSER VER TO THE UNITED NATIONS
20 Waterside Plaza, 29-E. New York, New York 10010

September 6, 1976

Excellency,

Upon the conversations with you on the telephone, I reported

Immediately the contents of the talk you had with Mr. Henry Kissinger

to my Government. Today, the Embassy of the Socialist Republic of

Viet Nam in Paris handed to the Embassy of the United States a list

of 12 American pilots who died in fighting. This is another gesture

of goodwill on the part of my Government to normalize relations with

the United States. As I have explained earlier, the question of

MIA's has no connection with the admission of Viet Nam to the United

Nations.

I wish to attach herewith for your information the statement

and the list we have handed the United States today.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest

consideration.

Dinh Ba Thi
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
Permanent Observer of the Socialist Republic

of Viet Nam to the United Nations

H.E. Mr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary of the United Nations
New York, N.Y. 10017



C01JUUKIQUE DE PRESSE

publie par 1'Ambassade de la Re"publique
Socialiste du Vie't nam a Paris

le 6 Septembre 1976

Le Gouvernement de la R^publique Socialiste du Vilt nam
a declare a plusieurs reprises qu'il est dispose, aux fins
de normaliser les relations entre lea deux pays, a entrer
en discussion avec la Gouvernement des Etats Unis pour
regler les problemes pendants des Accords de Paris sur le

$jt-'
Vie't nam, notamment celui de la realisation de l^rygement
ame'ricain de contribuer au panseraent des bleasures de guerre
et a la reconstruction du Vi§t nam et celui de la recherche
des informations sur les americains disparus au Vi§t nam.

Avec sa bonne volonte' et conformement a sa politiqua
humanitaire, le Gouvernement du Vie't nam partage les senti-
ments des families americaines ayant des proches portes
disparus au Vigt nam et les Services competants du Vi§t nam
ont toujours poursuivis la recherche des nouvelles sur les
americains portes disparus au Vi§t nam. i

Le 6 Septembre 1976, a Paris, 1'Ambassade de la Repu-
blique Socialiste du Vi§t nam a communique a 1'Ambassade
des Etats Unis les informations que les Services vietnamiens
viennent de recueillir sur les pilotes americains ci-apres
tues naguere pendant que leurs avions etaient abattus au
Nord Vi§t nam :

1.- Capling Elwyn Rex, ne le 15/7/1930, Major de
1'USAF, US Hie. PV 3058025,

2.- Roark William M., ne le 23/10/1938, Capitaine de
la Marine, K2 Mle.64158,

3.- Metz James A., ne le 12/6/1931, Major de 1'USAF, •
N2 Mle. 31149,A.

4.- Kolstad Thomas G., n^ le 17/7/1935, Major de la
Marine, US Mle. 613094, ;

5.- Klenert V/illiam Blue, ne le 17/10/1940, Lieutenant

de 1& Marine, U2 Mle. 689823,
6.- Diamond Stephen W., n^ le 1/7/1940, Lieutenant de

1'USAP, H2 Mle. 34473*4,



7«« Eaton Curtio Abbot, n£ le 1/7/1924, Llajor da l«UGAPf
Hfi Ulo* 2073635,

8«- Waters Saauel Edwin Jr«f ft& le 6/5/1937, Capitaina
do 1»USAP, m ille. 59427 Af

9»- Bowling Tioy Hov/ordf nd le 16/11/1229( Lujjor da la
E8 me; 575SS5,

10«- Ducat Bruce Chalmeroa, n^ le 9/6/1941, Lioutenaat
de 1«USAP, B2 Liie. PR 755625,

11«- Colberg Lav/rsnce K*f ne 1© 31/12/1532, Capitaine dc
1«USAP, KS ̂ lo, AO 2211367,

12.- Johnson Guy David, nd lo 26/10/1929, i:aJ6r do la
Marine, KS ̂ le* 511390.

II est a eouhaitor que le Gouvernemont das State Unis
ltd auesi fera preuvs de la bonne volonte et aura dos actos
concrete dons le r&gleaent d0s probl^raee d*apres guerr©
entre lee dê Ms: payo,

Paris, le 6 Gaptenbra 1976
de la ndpubllque Socialists
du
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MINISTERS DES AFFAIRES ETRANGERES
DE LA REPUBLIQUE SOCIALISTS DU VIET 13W

PLEIKS POUVOIRS

. Le Ministre des Affaires Etrangeres de la Repu-
blique Social! ste du Viet Nam certifie que

Monsieur DINE BA THI,
Ambassadeur E3±raordinaire

~ et Plenipotentiaire de
la Republigue Socialiste du Viet Nam t

est designe par le Gouvernement de la Republique Soci-
aliste du Viet Nam aux fonctions dfobservateur perma-
nent de la Republique Socialiste du Viet Nam a I1Orga-
nisation des Nations Unies.

Le A- Juillet 1976
LE MINISTRE DES AFFAIRES ETRANGERES

DE XA REPUBLIQUE SOCIALISTE DU VIET NAM

NGUYEN DUI TRINH
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9 June 1976

Dear Victor,

I enclose the revised letter fo the Foreign

Minister of the Democratic Republic of Viet Nam

frosa the Secretary General.

It was good to see you again, and I look

forward to your next visit to Sew York*

With warm personal regards,

Vours sincerely,

Rafeeuddin £hmed

Dr* Victor Iftnbricht
o/o Mr. Erik Jensen

Chef da Cabinet
United Nations Office at
Geneva

Palais des Nations
1211 Geneva 16
Switzerland
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L© 5 juin 1976

Konsieus: X<a Mi&istre,

Kon repr&seataivt:, M. Victor tatibrichfc, m'a
des fructueux entretierm qu'il a eus avec

vous a Hanoi et de 1'agcaail asaigal qua vous lui
aves r6serve ainsl. qu'a ses collegues a X'occasioH
de Xeur mission au Vietnam*

M* llrabrichfe IR*^ presents I© rapjasrfc de
la mission, qua 3*ai mis a la dispositiGB de tous
ies Btats Metres de lr Organisation das Hatioas tfesies
et membres des institutions spscialisees. J'ai
escprixae daas la lettre de couverture accor^ipagnant
ce document I'espoir qua je partage avec votre
gouvernemeat: de voir la comuiaaute intensaticnalo
faciliter le relev^nent de v^stre pays esu^lui
apportant soss sssisteiic©* fcT*ai demande a H. XSabriciit:
de se resdra aupres d' na certain aoatsbre de gouvemesients
qui pourraient Sventuallem&^t donner une aide, afin de
lexir apporfear des renseigsjeasents supplliaieKtaires au
sujet du rapporfc efc da se renseigner sur la fa^on
doBfc ils envieagafit 1* application rapida des recsassaan-
dations y

H. IMbricht sera egalement charge de coordonner
efforts d*assistance au sein du system© des nations
53 efe restera en contact etroit avec votre gouveraeaieut

a ce eujet*

Veuilles aggeer, Monsieur la Ministre, les
assurances de ma tres haut© consideration 0

Kurt Waldheim

Son Excellence
Monsieur Kguyea Duy Trinb
Vice Premier Migistr© et Miriistre dea
jaffairef? etrangeres de la KepubXiqus
dSjftDcratiq;j.8 du Viet-Hasa
Hanoi


